1994 lightning specs

The F-Series pickups were a minor update from the model year. This generation of Ford
F-Series trucks received the major refresh for and we only saw minor updates for As an aside,
was a big year for the Dodge Ram pickup, it received a full redesign, which is likely why Ford
came out with a totally refreshed F in You've just got to take a few minutes to check out this
really sweet, original F short box 4x4. You sure don't see many of these generation trucks in
this nice of shape nowadays. There were a number of safety-related updates and upgrades for
The biggest was the addition of a driver side air bag on light-duty trucks, this was standard
equipment. In addition, side door intrusion beams and a third level brake light mounted above
the rear window made their F-Series debut. Another safety related item that was added for was
the new brake-shift interlock for automatic transmission equipped trucks. An automatic
transmission is standard now and the shift lock prevents the truck from being taken out of Park
unless the brake pedal is pressed. The automatic transmission is now a 4-speed automatic with
overdrive on 5. The air conditioning systems now contained CFC-free R refrigerant, replacing
the older R12 freon. For , Ford introduced an off-road package for four wheel drive trucks. The
off-road package included off-road decals styleside bed only , skid plates, and a stabilizer bar.
Other new options include a power driver's seat, illuminated visory vanity mirror, and
electrochromic inside rearview mirror as part of a luxury light package. Here is a photo of the F
dash. You can see the addition of the driver's side airbag here, the steering wheel was different
on the F Sorry for the weird vertical mark by the glove box. This was during the 3-year
bumper-to-bumper warranty period. Ford's sport truck the SVT Lightning, which was introduced
in , was available again for The engine power specifications remain unchanged horsepower,
lb-ft torque , although they did add white as a color for this year. For , there were 1, black, 1, red,
and 1, white Lightning trucks produced for a total production of 4, That's down from the 5, sold
last year. Funny how the new white Lightning sold more than either of the other colors! We can't
get confirmed information but it sounds like about 12 of these "Indy Pace Trucks" were
produced, 9 were sold to the public, and some crushed. Regardless of how many were
produced or sold, these are extremely rare! The red SVT Mustang was the official pace car that
year. For , the reliable 4. Torque is up 5 lb-ft to lb-ft as well. The 5. And the 5. The 7. Interior trim
colors depended on the exterior paint color. Available paint color choices for include:. The F
Lightning was conceived as a product focus for the personal-use possibilities of the Ford
F-Series pick-up truck, combining outstanding handling, comfortable ride, and spirited
acceleration. Ford introduced the model in to compete with the GMC Syclone and, primarily, the
Chevrolet SS , in an effort to enhance the sporty, personal-use image of the Ford F-Series
pickup. The Lightning shared its basic platform structure with the regular F, but custom
modifications were made to many vehicle systems, including enhancing the Lightning chassis
to increase rigidity. The stock Lightning was capable of achieving 0. The engine was based on
an existing block, but Ford engineers fitted it with high flow rate "GT40" heads and used
hypereutectic pistons to increase response, output and durability. An upgraded Ford E40D
automatic transmission equipped with an aluminum driveshaft was standard and the only
available transmission. Bucket seats with electrically-adjustable side bolsters and lumbar
supports were part of the package. The Lightning, launched on December 15, and "christened"
by Mr. Ed Hagenlocker, Ford's President, received more than favorable articles in America's
newspapers, magazines, and television outlets, and helped Ford regain leadership in the
all-important personal-use truck market. Three-time World Champion driver Jackie Stewart was
highly involved in fine-tuning of the Lightning's handling prowess, and Mr. Stewart finally
announced to the motor press, "I love the Lightning! The Lightning had an incredible 23 product
"firsts" or pilot applications, including the first true dual exhaust on an F-Series, the first bucket
seats in an F-Series, the first 17" wheels and tires, and the first use of synthetic lubricant in
Ford truck rear axles. Powered by a modular SOHC 2-valve 5. This was primarily due to the
inclusion of an Eaton supercharger that was factory installed. Behind the engine sat the 4R
automatic transmission which connected to a rear end housing 3. The Lightning's suspension
system, which lowers the truck half an inch in front and two inches in the rear was also
modified from the standard F The suspension was largely unchanged for the Model. It retained
the front short-and long-arm system with coil springs and a 31 mm solid stabilizer bar along
with the rear solid axle with five-leaf springs and a 23 mm solid stabilizer bar. Monroe shocks
were used from then replaced with Bilstein shocks from Also, the previously leaky intercooler
was redesigned. This problem was addressed as a recall in earlier models. Another engine
revision came in the Model Year when a weakness in the heads, the lack of sufficient threads for
spark plugs, was addressed and fixed, although "piston slap" a mild knocking noise while the
engine is cold was still imminent. At the other end of the drivetrain, the final drive ratio was
shortened to 3. Also, in the drive shaft was increased in size to a 4. The second generation
Lightning was initially offered in just Bright Red, Black, and White paint colors. The Model Year

brought the addition of the Silver color to the lineup. In , True Blue, a very dark blue, was
offered, but replaced with a lighter Sonic Blue in Categories : Pages using duplicate arguments
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Motor Company. Service Manual. The Ninth Generation Ford F-Series is a line of full-size and
medium-duty commercial trucks that were produced by Ford from to While still based on the
basic design dating from for the model year, the F-Series brought a number of minor changes to
the exterior and interior where most enthusiasts consider this a facelift for the same existing
truck that first appeared in as a model instead of a redesign. This is the last generation of the
F-Series that was produced as a complete range of trucks from a half-ton pickup to a
medium-duty Class 6 truck. As this generation was replaced during the â€” model years, the
larger models of the F-Series F and above were split from the F; these became the Ford Super
Duty trucks, related to the latter with a few powertrain components. In the interest of
aerodynamics, the lines of the hood, front fenders, and grille were rounded off for Along with
the larger grille, the headlights were enlarged with the turn signals again moving below. Inside,
the interior was updated with a redesigned dashboard along with new seats. Extended-cab
SuperCab models received larger rear side windows. A notable change included the
reintroduction of the Flareside bed that returned for production since Instead of the previous
classic-style bed, the Flareside bed was now a narrow-body version of the dual rear-wheel bed;
the rear fenders were repositioned to fit the width of the cab. Also, unlike with the classic
Flareside bed, dual gas tanks were available with it, but only for 2-wheel-drive models. The
models brought a slightly updated dashboard and the addition of a standard driver's-side airbag
on Fs and light-duty Fs only, center high mount stop lamp CHMSL , brake-shift interlock, and
CFC-free air conditioning. New options for included remote keyless entry with alarm, a compact
disc player fitted into the regular stereo system, and a power driver's seat ; an electrochromic
inside rear view mirror was also offered for and as part of a luxury light package. Ford trailed
their rival General Motors in combined truck sales for much of the ninth generation, though
sales steadily rose each year. The monochromatic "Nite" package introduced in continued, but
was dropped at the end of the model year. For the Custom model was dropped, as the XL
became the new base model. Following the lead of the Aerostar , Ford Bronco , and Explorer ,
the Eddie Bauer trim line â€” featuring plusher trim and increased standard features â€” was
reintroduced for Ford Special Vehicles Team upgraded the Lightning from the regular F-series
with heavy-duty suspension and brakes. The trucks came with a variety of gas and diesel
engines. The F could be had with one of 3 gas engines, the 4. The same gas engine options
were also available for the heavy duty trucks along with the 7. The first version was the 7. In In
the second half of , the new Direct Injected 7. The F HD was available from to , and differed from
the earlier F only slightly. As part of the 4x4 off-road package, they were available with several
skid plates underneath. After , the heavier-duty models were split from the Ford F These line of
trucks were called the Ford Super Duty. The F could be had with either short 6. The crew cab
short bed and extended cab short bed trucks are very rare, as they were only produced for a
little over a year. Despite the OBS ninth generation officially ending production in , models were
still produced until March of These trucks are distinguished by their significantly smaller
locking hubs. For the Available only as a tilting cowl, the new hood featured a much larger
grille. Instead of being mounted on the fenders, the turn signals were now mounted beside the
headlights. Instead of the model designation, the cowl badge was replaced by an "F-Series"
one. Inside, the interior was largely carried over from While still available with a 7. Built in a joint
venture with Navistar, they were integrated into the Super Duty lineup. Ford introduced the
Lightning in to compete with primarily the Chevrolet SS , in an effort to enhance the sporty,
personal-use image of the Ford F-Series pickup. The Lightning shared its basic platform
structure with the regular F, but modifications were made to many vehicle systems. The engine
was based on an existing block, but Ford engineers fitted it with high flow rate "GT40" intake
and heads. Like all factory s, the Lightning's engine was equipped with hypereutectic pistons to
increase response, output and durability. The engine was also fitted with stainless steel
"shorty" headers. The Ford E4OD automatic transmission was the only available transmission.
An aluminum driveshaft connected the transmission to 4. The suspension had
custom-calibrated shocks, front and rear anti-roll bars, and a special leaf in the rear, tipped with
a rubber snubber, that acted as a traction bar and controlled rear wheel hop during hard
acceleration. To enhance the Lightning chassis, the thicker frame rails from the 4-wheel drive F
were used to increase rigidity. Stock, the Lightning was capable of achieving 0. Bucket seats
with electrically-adjustable side bolsters and lumbar supports were part of the package. The
Lightning, launched on 15 December by Ford President Ed Hagenlocker, received more than

favorable articles in America's newspapers, magazines, and television outlets, and helped Ford
retain leadership in the personal-use truck market. The redesign left the powertrain lineup from
the previous generation; the gasoline lineup of the 4. A model year option, the 7. The model year
engine lineup received a retune to increase output. Dubbed the Powerstroke by Ford, the new
diesel was again supplied by Navistar International. One thing worth noting is that the 7. The
GM 6. As before, the 5. The diesels and 7. The 5. The 4. The ninth generation was the last to
offer the venerable pushrod 5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Ford
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â€”December [1]. Ford Bronco Ford B-Series. Regular cab 8' box: Ford F-Series eighth
generation â€” Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max. Pickup truck.
Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty. Compact MPV. Transit
Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. Many of the W engines were produced in the Ford
factory located in Windsor, Canada. Ford began manufacturing the engines in and continued
using the engine in Ford vehicles until The Ford W was used in a variety of vehicles, from the
Mustang to the F The Y-block was a V-8 automobile piston engine that the company began
manufacturing in The Y-block frequently experienced oiling problems in the rocker shafts, so in
, Ford replaced the Y- block with the W engine in smaller automobiles and with the Ford FE
engine in larger vehicles. The "W" in W stood for Windsor. Ford produced the W until , when it
was replaced by the 4. The W had a longer stroke than other Windsor engines because it was
was built on a taller deck. The earlier Ws were carbureted, but in later years, Ford developed an
engine that used fuel injection. The early W was an 8-cylinder engine with a cubic-inch
displacement. The engine produced horsepower at 5, rpm. The Ford W displayed a maximum
torque of foot-pounds at 3, rpm. The later W engine was credited with propelling faster trucks. In
, the torque reached an all-time high of foot-pounds in the Ford F, but the horsepower of the W
was lowered to A special high-output 5. The truck had horsepower and foot-pounds of torque.
The truck was also equipped with high-flowing GT40 heads, resulting in one of the swiftest
trucks in Ford history. Trudie Longren began writing in for legal publications, including the
"American Journal of Criminal Law. Longren holds a bachelor's degree in international politics,
a Juris Doctor and an LL. She also speaks Spanish and French. Ford W Specs by Trudie
Longren. This Lightning is located in Pasadena, Texas, and is listed for sale here on eBay. In ,
the Lightning was available in a total of three exterior colors, and this one wears a color called
Oxford White. The body looks to be in very nice condition, with no signs of any rust or major
scrapes or dings. The distinctive front spoiler, which sits pretty low for a pickup, appears to
have survived the past years without any damage, while the original alloy wheels are free of
curb strike. Apart from the obvious visual enhancements that came as part of the Lightning
package, this vehicle is also fitted with the optional sliding rear windows. The model Lightning
also featured some fairly minor styling changes over its predecessor, and you can pick up the
two most obvious in these photos. The most obvious is the revised external mirrors, which had
a more aerodynamic shape to them. The second was that marked the introduction of a
high-mounted brake light. These extremely comfortable items featured power adjustment, which
adds a luxurious touch to what really started life as a commercial vehicle interior. This
Lightning looks to be quite nice inside. There are some non-original items fitted to the interior,
including an upgraded stereo, and new speakers. Creature comforts provided a step up for the
Lightning when compared to a regular F Under the hood is a fuel-injected ci Windsor V8, which
is mated to an upgraded E40D 4-speed automatic transmission. The engine received some
useful upgrades thanks to both SVT engineering and a visit to the Ford parts bin. The result is
an engine that produces hp. This Lightning looks quite tidy under the hood. There is an
aftermarket air cleaner fitted, but the original is included in the sale. The owner says that the
vehicle starts, runs, and drives perfectly. He also holds a fair collection of receipts for work and

maintenance that has been performed on the vehicle over the years. In , Ford was able to sell a
total of 4, Lightnings, and of these, 1, were finished in Oxford White. Values have taken a bit of a
rollercoaster ride over the past 3-years, but they have risen consistently over the past year or
so. Having said that, values vary widely and are heavily dependent on condition. This one
occupies a nice middle ground and is nice enough to stand out in the crowd, but not so nice
that you would be afraid to use it. That makes it a pretty practical classic. The brute power of the
later supercharged version is very appealing, but these early Lightning models bring an air of
class to the party. The rear made it accelerate great. Maybe not considered quick now, plenty
quick for a pick up in the early to mid nineties. But it was the handling where it shined more,
better than the Mustangs. Like all true muscle cars of any given era the stock performance was
just a baseline really, all kinds of hop up stuff for these. I remember a lot of these getting
supercharged, full on exhaustâ€¦. Hardly see them anymore. I had a 94 F , with a and a 5 speed. I
took the muffler off and put cat-back duals, what a sound, the only thing, it would not get over
12 mpg, no way. Noticed a spot of rust behind left front fender that required a fender
replacement, later I found similar spots of rust on left side behind front wheel, under door and
by rear wheel, so she had to go. Truck looked good, white short bed with Mickey Thompson
wheels, and red interour. The camper was located about miles away. The ol girl and her Windsor
backed under the camper and pulled it home without complaint untilâ€¦about 10 miles away,
someone blew a stop sign, causing a panic stop! Talk about a pucker moment! I do miss that
truck though, especially now since my K is ready for another restoration. Automatic, 4. Great
truck but it did eat front tires up a bit, got 11city, 14 at the absolute best on the highway. Strong
runner and very comfortable to drive. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to
get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our
free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in.
Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments CanuckCarGuy. JOHN
Member. Troy s. Marlon Smith. I had a 93 great truck. Sidney Member. These were a hot truck for
years of their production and this looks to be a nice one. Rare Mercury Cougar 20th Anniversary
Edition. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Add a bookmark and make this your
number one stop on the Internet. The first Lightning was the Ford Lightning F Produced in
limited number in , and Originally offered in black or red, the color white was added for and
There were a total of 11, Ford Lightning trucks procuded of the first generation. Offered only in
a standard-cab short-bed fleetside styleside. The truck was born amongst the engineers and
marketing executives at Ford's Special Vehicle Team. This team transforms pedestrian
production vehicles into asphalt-pounding race machines. Ford re-introduced the Lightning in
based on the new-for F The new truck features an Eaton supercharger to boost power.
Produced from through , a total of 28, trucks were made. The truck was only offered as a
two-door standard-cab truck, with step-side bed. The truck offers horsepower and lbs-ft torque,
and records a 6. For , the truck receive several upgrades. The air intake manifold offers
improved airflow, to yield 20 additional horsepower to reach hp. Torque also improves to ft-lbs.
Resulting times have dropped to 5. The truck features an aluminum driveshaft, and a 3.
Mono-tube Bilstein shocks improve handling, while the passenger side shock is repositioned in
front of the axle to reduce axle-wrap. Goodyear stepped up with unique Eagle F1-GS tires with a
new rubber compound. The wheels are also new. Unique headlamps, corner lamps, fog lamps
and tail lamps with a modern clear front lens have been introduced. The roof-mounted third
brake lamp is now illuminated by a sindle row of LED. Upper and lower grill inserts get a new
design. The upgraded Lightning reflected the high-mark for Lightning production. Subsequent
years retained many of the same features while demand lacked until it was dropped in The truck
featured a Tremec T manual transmission borrowed from the SVT Mustang Cobra , horsepower
supercharged V-8 engine, independent rear suspension, massive Brembo six-piston calipers
and gigantic inch wheel wearing Gooyear tires. Rumors circulated in about a new Lightning
based on the new-for F platform, perhaps as a model. With potential power anywhere from to
horsepower, if it sees the light of day. This standard-cab Ranger boasts a 5. Custom engine
mounts keep the motor nested snugly under the otherwise stock sheetmetal. The designers
appropriately reenforced the stock frame rails by fully boxing them and adding cross-bracing. In
addition, the front a-arms, spindles and springs were pulled straight from its full-size
benefactor. Likewise, the truck uses a narrowed Lightning rear-end and brakes all around.
Topped off with inch Lightning wheels. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the
rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about Ford F wheel specs? Share
your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last
Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment

data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit
your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size
Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year
Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! IX [ Ford F 4. It is measured in millimeters. Some
factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by
keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is
positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally
fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Ford F for
other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data
and comments Send us the correct data Other. View Full Version : cam specs. Does anyone
know the cam specs for 95 gen1? The duration at. I'm sure it's here somewhere. The Lightning
cam specs are: intake - deg duration. Chadd, Here are the stock cam speck off of Jeff
Sparkmans Website. These are the exact same specs for the Ford Motorsport B cam. According
to my 95 FMS catalog, they claimed a GT engine assembly would make hp when equipped with
this cam. I have one of these new in the box that I'll be glad to make a deal on. There was
another guy at WFC who had just installed the cam, and his results were the same It's still in the
truck, but only because i've been too busy at work. Wow, that's interesting to know, John. Did
you install the cam straight up? I wonder why some performance parts are so variable? Why
does one person get a half second from some minor porting and that cam, and then others lose
power?? Jeff S. Lightning 74 in '95 - On another note, but still cam related I found this in Comp
Cams catalog Hey John, That sounds like a cam Id like to try out! I need to look farther into this.
StruckBy has been doggin me for not putting a cam in the Big Red Machine. Can you supply me
with Cranes phone number? Thanks alot, Rod K. The cam specs I listed was for a cam made by
Comp Cams, not Crane. If you go to They state that it will work with the trucks stock computer,
so who knows By the way, this is my first experience with a Crane cam, in the past I have
always used Comp or Lunati. Chadd, man, I just noticed you are from Springfield. Hey we'll have
to hook up sometime. I'm in Springfield all of the time, especially on weekends. There are some
other Gen1s running around here in the Joplin area. Welcome aboard. How long have you had
your 95? When I was up there a couple weeks ago I saw a black Gen1 but it's the only one I"ve
seen up there. What color is yours? What all do you have done to it? There's about 5 other red
ones, about two black ones, and I think 1 white one all Gen1s running around here. Here in
Carthage is a red 93, my red 94, and a black Hope to see ya around sometime. Svt on here is
from Joplin with a blown red 94 L. Hey John, I found that cam 2 weeks ago too while online. I'm
going to take an educated guess and say it will idle with 16" of vacuum. A friend of mine was
running a comp cams with degrees at. It was ground on degrees lobe centerline and 4 degrees
advance built into it, it was on a brand X. This cam you are talking about has 2 degrees less
duration and its lobe centerline is widened 4 degrees, which will reduce valve overlap and tend
to smooth the idle out too. Also note if you buy this cam, the advance is built into it so install it
straight up. I think this is a great cam choice. Interesting enough, Comp Cams says it is speed
density compatible. I think you are on to something here, it would make a great all around cam,
One question I have is that its seat timing is quite short. This cam will be very quick opening
and tend to make a lot of dynamic compression. Call them up and see and let us know. If you
buy it , could you report the back with the compression test results and idle vacuum? Thanks
Steve 94 Crimson. Hey John, Thanks for the info. I tried to download the catalog from that link, it
would only give me the index page. Could I bother you for the phone for CompCams if you have
it? Thank you, Rod K. I wonder if this cam is going to lope at all? Im gonna find out! When the
index page loads, just scroll down and click on Ford, when the next page loads it will have 3
green boxes, click on the bottom one big block. After the next page loads tech stuff, springs,etc
, scroll down to page It's in a grey colored box. If you can't get that to work John, Im still having
problems getting past the index page. Ill keep trying. I might need help, Rod K. All rights
reserved. The Ford Special Vehicle Team SVT was conceived in , when Ford senior management
recognized the corporate advantages of investigating niche vehicle market opportunities. The
idea was to assemble passionate driving enthusiasts within Ford and some of its key suppliers
into a small, cross-functional group of engineers, product planners and marketing professionals
with a common mission: create vehicles to satisfy the desires of knowledgeable,
high-performance auto enthusiasts. All vehicles that wear the SVT badge are designed and
developed with four hallmarks in mind: Performance, Substance, Exclusivity and Value. The
Lightning was originally offered in black or red. White was added for and The truck was only
offered as a standard cab short bed. An upgraded Ford E40D automatic transmission equipped
with an aluminum driveshaft was standard and the only available transmission. Bucket seats
with electrically-adjustable side bolsters and lumbar supports were part of the package. For ,

the truck receive several upgrades. The air intake manifold offers improved airflow, to yield 20
additional horsepower to reach hp. Torque also improves to ft-lbs. Resulting times have
dropped to 5. The truck features an aluminum driveshaft, and a 3. Mono-tube Bilstein shocks
improve handling, while the passenger side shock is repositioned in front of the axle to reduce
axle-wrap. Goodyear stepped up with unique Eagle F1-GS tires with a new rubber compound.
The wheels are also new. Unique headlamps, corner lamps, fog lamps and tail lamps with a
modern clear front lens have been introduced. The roof-mounted third brake lamp is now
illuminated by a sindle row of LED. Upper and lower grill inserts get a new design. The
upgraded Lightning reflected the high-mark for Lightning production. Subsequent years
retained many of the same features while demand lacked until it was dropped in Ford
re-introduced the Lightning in based on the body style. The new truck features a 5. The engine
was backed by a 4R automatic transmission that sent power to the 3. Monroe shocks were used
from then replaced with Bilstein shocks from The intercooler was redesigned to resolve a
leaking problem that was addressed as a recall in earlier models. At the other end of the
drivetrain, the final drive ratio was shortened to 3. Also, in the drive shaft was increased in size
to a 4. The Lightning remained a standard cab and was only offered with a step-side bed. It was
initially offered in just Bright Red, Black, and White paint colors. The Model Year brought the
addition of the Silver color to the lineup. In , True Blue, a very dark blue, was offered, but
replaced with a lighter Sonic Blue in Click HERE for more details. When we looked at what it
took to make that a better performing [SVT Lightning], it was a lot of power, it was a lot of tire, it
was a lot of brake. In our mind, that became a huge challenge. Of particular concern was the
braking. Zinkosky said that in order to haul a big truck like the Ford F to a stop quickly on a
road course, massive, heavy 6-piston calipers would have been required. In the end, too much
bulky equipment would have been required to make a new SVT Lightning work. For more
information, click HERE. Ford F Lightning History. Perhaps that had a lot to do with the actual
capabilities of the Lightningâ€”the SVT crew had promised it would never produce a vehicle
that did not offer significantly improved performance, so the new hi-po pickup would really have
to deliver. Helping to make the hp and lbs. Monroe Formula GP shock absorbers were part of
the package, along with 1-inch diameter
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anti-roll bars front and rear, and the whole lot rode on what were then seen as huge inch alloy
wheels, wrapped with special Firestone Firehawk performance radials. Buyers could choose
between a tubular rear bumper or a more typical step-type piece; both were color-keyed to the
body. Inside, bucket seats, a center console and a leather-wrapped steering wheel continued
the sporting theme. Road tests of the day lauded the Lightning for its un-truck-like handling; it
could work too, maintaining a lb. The Lightning would return in , with a more sophisticated
engine, supercharging and improved performance, but first-generation Lightnings can provide
great value as an excellent merger of performance and utility. Engine: W V-8 with GT heads and
hypereutectic pistons. Truck lowered 1. Truck lowered 2. Naturally aspirated, custom Lightning
tubular intake manifold, 1 x 65mm throttle body. GT high flow cast iron cylinder heads. Solid
rear axle with leaf springs, Monroe Formula GP shocks, and a 1.

